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Abstract 

Sustainability refers to careful and moderate consumption of available natural resources so a human being can 

safely live on earth for a longer period. According to Nobel Laureate Robert Solow, the three main pillars of 

sustainability are: social, economic, and environmental. The social and economic activities are constrained by 

environmental limits, i.e., it is not possible to have unbounded social and economic activities without causing 

damage to the environment. Energy conservation is at the heart of sustainability which refers to reducing energy 

waste and using energy efficiently. Governments across the globe have implemented regulations to promote energy 

conservation such as adopting high standards in construction, so modern homes are energy efficient, special grants 

to insulate homes, enforcing energy rating displays on the pack- ageing of electrical appliances and many more. 

For example, in the UK, from March 2021, all manufacturers and dealers are forced to display the energy rating 

of electrical house appliances on a scale of A to G, with A being the most energy efficient and G, being the 

opposite. Government regulations to promote energy conservation are a good starting point, but how effective are 

these regulations? The works of Nobel Laureates Herbert Simon, Daniel Kahneman and Richard Thaler 

demonstrated that humans are extremely poor in processing information and rely on irrational behaviour for 

judgement and decision making. In the case of domestic electrical appliances, the consumers lack energy 

consumption patterns of each appliance in their house and hence cannot expect rational behavior towards energy 

conservation. In this paper, we propose a series of nudges, that if implemented on all domestic electrical appliances, 

could encourage people to change their irrational behavior to rational when it comes to energy conservation and 

move a step closer to sustainability. The paper also talks about the role of government in mobilising manufacturing 

& utility companies and consumers towards sustainability goals. 
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1. Introduction 

All economic theories are based on assumptions that economic agents (consumers, firms, government, and central 

banks) are rational, they all have the necessary information and can process/digest all the available information 

and will always aim to maximize utility (satisfaction from consumption of goods and services). However, the 

Nobel laureates Herbert Simon, Daniel Kahneman and Richard Thaler have challenged these assumptions and 

their work showed that humans are irrational, are poor in processing/digesting available information and are 

heuristically biased in decision making. Humans, first of all, do not have all the information, even if they have, 

they cannot process complex information. Therefore, their judgement and decision-making in most cases would 

be irrational and not necessarily maximises their utility. The works (Thaler, 2015; Thaler and Sunstein, 2021) of 

the Nobel Laureates have led to a new branch of economics called Behavioral Economics. You might be wondering 

what has behavioral economics got to do with sustainability? 

Energy is a central theme of sustainability which refers to meeting current energy needs without depleting the 

limited natural resources required for the future generation. Furthermore, the conservation of energy specifically 

focuses on using energy efficiently and reducing energy waste. Governments across the globe have taken steps to 

promote energy conservation in the form of regulations such as adopting high standards in construction, so modern 

homes are energy efficient, special grants to households to insulate homes and enforcing energy rating displays on 

the packaging of electrical appliances and many more. For example, in the UK (Gov.UK, 2021), from March 2021 

onwards, all energy-related electrical appliances must display the energy labels on a scale of A to G with A being 

the most energy efficient and G being the opposite. A few examples of energy labels that have become mandatory 

for producers/dealers to display on the appliance package to be displayed are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. UK Regulation – Energy Labelling 

Source: Energy Saving Trust, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, Office for Product Safety 

and Standards, https://energylabel.org.uk/for-consumers/new-labels- from-march-2021/ 

In a typical house, the most common electrical appliances are a TV, fridge, freezer, washing machine, tumble 

dryer, microwave, cooker, electric shower, and central heating (assuming electricity is used for cooking, water & 

heating). Since the awareness of global warming and the move toward sustainability has gained momentum, with 

the advancements in technology the manufacturing of domestic appliances has become efficient in terms of energy 

consumption. In addition, governments across the globe have pushed forward with regulations of the 

standardisation of energy efficiency labels so consumers make a rational choice when they are purchasing. These 

government initiatives are a good starting point, but how good are they? For example, let's say there is a dishwasher 

available with two ratings A (more energy efficient and expensive) and D (less energy efficient and relatively 

cheaper). The fundamental question is - how good are these energy-efficient labels? Can a human perform all 

necessary calculations to make a rational choice? If humans are rational, the central assumption in all economic 

theories, the consumer processes all the available information and makes a rational choice which maximizes the 

utility. In real life, does the consumer behave the way classical economic theories expect? 

Moreover, let's say the consumer bought a less efficient product because it is cheaper, it still raises the following 

questions - 

• Does this energy label provide any nudge to use the product less frequently or for less duration to keep 

the energy cost down because one has bought less energy efficient? According to classical economic 

theories, the consumer should use less to compensate for running costs by buying a cheaper one and this 

contradicts with maximizing utility theory. 

• How long the consumer will remember the energy label of the product one has bought and makes a 

commitment to reduce energy use to keep the costs down? 

The central argument here is the current regulations (Gov.UK, 2014, 2021) are a good starting point but we need 

a little bit more to reduce energy waste and thus sustainability. Government or policymakers have a vision of 

sustainability commitments (Gov.UK, 2014), this vision needs to be aligned by bringing in the producers, utility 

companies and individual households. Policymakers need to acknowledge that human behavior is irrational, and 

this cannot be ignored when making policies. The new policies should be designed in such a way that all economic 

agents are nudged towards the sustainability goals. 

Therefore, in this paper, we propose two types of nudges: generic and specific types that utilize the advancement 

in IoT, Sensor and Big Data Technologies. In addition, we also discuss the role of government in nudging the 

manufacturing & utility companies and consumer behaviors towards sustainability goals. 

2. Literature Review 

Stephan Hankammer, Robin Kleer & Frank T. Piller (2020), highlights there is unexplored market of mass 

customization in consumer electronic products to nudge the consumer behavior. The study suggests that allowing 

consumers to build their own consumer products by selecting the individual components that go into product based 

http://www.rsepconferences.com/
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on individuals’ sustainability preferences would nudge change in behavior. However, the report also highlights 

that there are practical implications for implementing such mass customization in consumer electronics, especially 

the manufacturing cost and build duration. 

Sally Ho (2021), article highlights that there is a need for technology to change the behavior in more sustainable 

way. The report highlights punishing people for actions against greener choices or sustainability does not work, 

instead need nudge to change the behavior. The study focuses on brand peer pressure, recyclable packaging 

material, reducing waste, reuse and reduce emissions etc. However, the report doesn’t go into the details of 

implementation approaches.  

Dirk Pilat (2022), research shows that the consumers have desire to make greener choices but have difficult in 

turning the desire to action because consumers are focused on saving in short-term as compared to longer term due 

to selection bias, in addition, the products do not display enough information about the sustainability.  

O’Rourke and Ringe (2015), study shows that sustainability information displayed on the product packaging has 

significant effect on decision making. The study collates purchasing intention of more than 40,000 products from 

GoodGuide.com and hypothesis testing on collected information shows that there is a strong correlation between 

consumer purchasing decision and sustainability information. 

The above short literature reveals that consumer behavior can be nudged towards sustainability if a product is 

designed with nudge in mind and in this paper, we specifically focus on domestic appliances. In addition, we also 

provide the technology need for designing the nudged and government role in making it happen. 

3. Data & Methodology 

Currently, consumers know how much total energy is being consumed as all utility companies send a utility bill at 

the end of every month or quarter. However, the consumers do not know which home appliances are more 

expensive or cheaper to run. Even though, every home appliance has a power rating (kilo-watt hours). Turning 

that number into energy consumption costs require knowledge and awareness of complex pricing schemes that 

utility companies offer. Performing these calculations is a complex process not only for average human beings but 

for intellectuals (Thaler, 2015) in his Misbehaving book refers to them as Econs). Due to complex processing, all 

humans tend to fall back to the irrational behavior of normal energy consumption patterns. Moreover, the 2022 

global inflation crisis and the disruption of oil supplies due to the Russia/Ukraine war have caused wholesale 

energy prices to skyrocket. To deal with the inflation crisis, all governments are running an information campaign 

on how to reduce energy bills and how to keep home more energy efficient. In the UK, to keep energy costs down 

during the energy crisis, the Energy Saving Trust proposed many energy-saving tips that could potentially save up 

to 400 GBP if followed. Some of these tips are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Graph 1. UK Energy Savings Trust recommendations for energy savings 

Source: Energy Savings Trust 2022, FCA. Quick tips to save energy. Energy Saving Trust, UK, 

https://energysavingtrust.org.uk/hub/quick-tips-to-save-energy/ 

Figure 2 highlights that, consumer willing, there is room for savings not only during the energy crisis but even 

during normal times. The fundamental question is - how ready are consumers to take that action to cut down energy 

wastage, and how long the consumer remembers these tips? According to (Thaler and Sunstein, 2021), to change 

consumer behavior we need a nudge when there is an action needed and when: (a) attention is scarce, (b) 
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information is complex, (c) feedback is missing and (d) decisions are difficult. In the case of energy conservation, 

the above all holds; therefore, we need nudges to change the consumers' behavior and to take that action to save 

energy and contribute towards sustainability. To address energy conservation and promote rational decision 

making we propose two types of nudges: Generic and Specific; if they are implemented in all domestic appliances 

and electrical plug loads, we can change consumer's behavior to be rational decision making thus leading to energy 

saving and sustainability. 

3.1 Generic Nudges - Applicable for all Electrical Appliance 

Society has benefited from standardization, for example with the standardization of wireless (Wi-Fi) protocol 

computers, laptops, tablets, and other smart devices of various makes are now seamlessly able to connect to a Wi-

Fi router for accessing the internet. Similarly, if domestic appliances connect to a smart meter and transmit the 

consumed energy, calculates the cost, and presents the information which could act as a nudge to take the action 

to save the cost/energy. In addition, the generic nudge will be even more powerful if the furnished information is 

compared with the regional/national average as the relative comparison induces a competitive spirit to do more. 

To implement this generic nudge, which applies to all types of domestic appliances and electrical plug loads, we 

only need the following and its conceptual implementation diagram is shown in Figure 3. 

• A small electronic module installation on all domestic appliances (including plug loads) that measures 

the energy consumption (voltage, current and duration). 

• A standard communication protocol to transmit the data between a domestic appliance device and a smart 

meter. 

• A smart meter upon receiving the energy consumption can calculate the cost of energy of each device at 

the prevailing utility rates. 

• A smart meter which can display the energy consumption of each device in a format easier to understand. 

 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of the proposed technology to induce rational behavior towards sustainability 

Source: Fusion Charts an Idea, Inc. Company, https://www.fusioncharts.com/dashboards/smart-energy-

monitoring-dashboard. Smart Energy Monitoring Dashboard 

As Thaler & Sunstein (2021) suggested, if we want action from the consumer make it easy. Therefore, if the 

consumer is furnished with the consumption pattern in a more understandable way, for example - best, average, 

and worst devices alongside comparing with regional/national consumption patterns then the consumers are 

nudged to look at the information and take an action such as (a) switch of the device, (b) reduce the frequency or 

duration of appliance or (c) replace inefficient appliances. 

3.2 Specific Nudges – Applicable Specific 

If the above proposed generic nudge is accompanied by the following appliance-specific nudges, then consumers 

would be more compelled to take the action to save energy. 

• Shower: A sustainable shower has a user input interface to create individual family member profiles and 

measures the metrics of water consumption along with time. The shower when audio plays the statistics 

of usage comparison not only among the family members but also comparing with regional/national 

averages could act as a powerful nudge to take the action to save water and energy. 
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• Washing Machine and Tumble Dryer: A washing machine equipped with weight sensors and voice 

technology which reminds people if a washing machine is being operated at less than its full capacity. 

The reminder could act as a nudge to delay the washing machine operation if the washing volume is less. 

This is one of the energy-saving tips recommended by the UK’s Energy Saving Trust shown in Graph 1. 

• Oven: An oven equipped with voice technology reminding the people to set the cooking time to 5 minutes 

less than the suggested cooking time could act as a nudge. Since an oven is an energy-hungry appliance, 

a few minutes of less usage can add up to significant savings over some time. 

• Dish Washer: Similar to the washing machine, if a dishwasher is equipped with weight sensors and voice 

technology and reminds the people to confirm the operation of the appliance when the load is less than 

the full capacity, it could act as a nudge to save energy. This is also one of the energy-saving tips 

recommended by the UK’s Energy Saving Trust shown in Graph 1. 

 

4. Policies towards Sustainability and the Government's Role  

The government has a vision of sustainability, and it needs to bring all the economic agents together and nudge 

them in a direction that helps the government achieve the sustainability goals. The role of the government in 

aligning the economic agent actions towards sustainability is described below. 

4.1 The Government's Role in Technology & Standardization 

The first step in designing the nudges is to have standards on how the domestic appliance devices seamlessly 

connect and transmit the consumption energy metrics to the smart meter. To achieve this, the Govt. could play the 

role of bringing organizations for standardization and bringing technology experts together, facilitating the 

discussion to share ideas & innovations in the field and grant funding to promote research & development. In 

addition, the government could also play a monitoring role in that the solution respects existing data privacy laws 

and facilitate mass production of technology, so it becomes easier and cheaper to implement by manufacturing 

companies. 

4.2 The Government's Role towards Manufacturing Companies 

Once the standards are defined for seamless connectivity and data transmission between appliances and a smart 

meter, the government should work with manufacturing companies on its implementation. Initially, there could be 

some reluctance from manufacturing companies that implementing the nudges would push up the prices of 

appliances. Therefore, the government should provide incentives & grants similar to green energy policies to bring 

down production costs. In addition, the government should bring in new regulations that all domestic appliances 

manufactured from a specific future date, should have the generic nudge implemented as default. Furthermore, if 

all the electrical appliances have a generic nudge, then manufacturing companies could use their creativity to add 

device-specific nudges by charging a premium for add-ons. Thereby it opens a new market for nudge products 

within domestic appliances and is a step closer to sustainability. 

4.3 The Government's Roles towards Utility Companies 

The government should work with utility companies encouraging them to develop the next generation of smart 

meters that can communicate with domestic appliances receive the energy consumption data from each appliance, 

calculate the cost and display the information more understandably. Dan Ariely (2009) in his predictable irrational 

book showed that nudge frequency (number of people making that choice or acting) is directly proportional to the 

quality of relative comparison. There- fore, the government should encourage utility companies to compile 

statistics on energy consumption patterns at the device level in the neighborhood’s, regional and national levels. 

The relative comparison would make nudges highly effective as it generates a competitive spirit to save more. The 

government could also play a role by providing financial support to utility companies for embracing the nudge 

technology and speedier implementation to achieve sustainability goals. 

4.4 The Government's Roles towards Consumers 

To integrate the proposed nudges into the consumers’ day-to-day life, the government should run discount schemes 

or grants to replace the inefficient energy hungry and old appliances with newer ones which have generic and 

device-specific nudges implemented. The incentives and grants could make us adopt at a much faster rate and 

hence, a step forward towards energy sustainability. 
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5. Conclusions 

All economic theories suggest that consumers consider all information available to them, process it and make a 

rational choice that maximizes their utility. It is the authors' opinion that the calculation of energy consumption of 

an electric appliance is a complex process not only for the average human but even the highly qualified engineers 

and consumers in most cases would never do the mental calculations of how much each household electrical 

appliance costs to run it. In the case of domestic energy consumption, the consumers do not have any information 

apart from the monthly utility bill showing the gross consumption. Therefore, when there is no specific information 

available on energy consumption, we cannot make a rational assumption that consumers are rational, they always 

try to minimize energy consumption thereby contributing to the sustainability goals. The works by several 

behavioral economists, in particular, Richard Thaler shows that when information is complex or when there is no 

information available, humans rely on intuition or irrational behavior to make a judgement. Therefore, any attempts 

made to make a decision process easier would make humans more rational. Authors believe that the proposed 

generic and device-specific nudges accompanied with the relative comparison with peer groups (family members, 

regional/national) could help to change human behavior from irrational to rational and take that action to save 

energy and indirectly contribute towards the government’s sustainability goals. 

Next Steps: As the next step in my theoretical proposal, I would like to conduct a small survey to validation of a 

proposed hypothesis of human behavioral change when more granular information about the electrical energy 

costs is presented to the consumer. After that, I would like to conduct a real implementation of measuring the 

electric usage of a few electrical appliances (TV, Fridge, and Oven) and present the information to the survey 

participants to test the information bias. 
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